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Appendix B : Semantic Search Using Hierarchies

Here we show how an ontology enables us to semantically navigate through a dataset 
and summarize/aggregate the information at various levels of abstraction. This is made 
possible by using the concept of Bottom-Up Information Diffusion (BUID) which 
simply means that parent nodes contain a summary or aggregation of all the information 
in their children. 

This simple rule demands a recursive aggregation of information all the way up to the 
root node. As a consequence, the root node has a summary of the whole data set. 

The figure on the right shows an example of BUID where the aggregated information 
and stats of individual posts has diffused to the sub-communities and communities. 

The figure below show an entire hierarchy on a set of posts.

BUID enables us to assign meaningful labels or properties to the intermediate nodes. In Appendix C we demonstrate an example of such labeling. One can 
use these labels to semantically navigate through the network. For example, take the ontology tree for the hashtag co-occurrence network extracted from the 
data set of tweets on the Delhi Rape Case. If one is only interested in the tweets that represent the opinion of foreign news networks on the issue, by looking 
at the ontology tree, one will find a category of hashtags labeled as News, Pakistan, USA. Choosing this subcommunity narrows down the search space and 
gives a semantically coherent set of tweets.

One can use multiple networks to further specialize the search from two different viewpoints. For example, the second network may have come from the com-
munity detection on the followership network of users. Then one can search for all the tweets about news by, say, conservative British journalists on the Delhi 
rape case.

The figure below shows how using two different ontologies can further narrow down the number of resulting posts from the semantic search. The red high-
lighted posts show the intersection of two queries on hierarchies A and B.
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A2
>Number of posts in A22
>The most controversial post in A22
>The most liked post in A22
>The post with max + sentiment in A22
>The post with max - sentiment in A22
>Average or sum of trends for all the words 
or #tags in A22
>The oldest and the most recent posts in A22

>Likes
>Sentiment
>Trends of 
Hashtags
>Date 

>Number of Communities in A2
>The most controversial post in A2
>The most liked post in A2
>The post with max + sentiment in A2
>The post with max - sentiment in A2
>Average or sum of trends for all the words or 
#tags in A2
>The oldest and the most recent posts in A2
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